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Vitruvian ideas of commodity and delight were two of the three major concepts that defined 
architectural theory in antiquity. Their theoretical impact resonates and is still relevant to this day. 
Crucial to both concepts but more so to delight, was the idea of proportions. The relationship of 

parts to the whole. With its origin rooted in anthropometric proportions and human activities; ideas 
of pleasant ratios and efficient utility solidified the classic definitions of both concepts. The thesis 
then questions how more recent ideas of human movement and anthropometrics, can extend on 

commodity and delight.  

Main to the research was a historical study of how previous ideas of human movement and technology 
affected both definitions. Starting with the impact of key technological advancements on the study of 

motion. And the reignition of interest in human movement by 19th and 20th century work; most notably 
Eadweard Muybridge, Étienne-Jules Marey. Building up to the need to express movement by linguistic 
and notational methods. Seen through Rudolf Laban’s work. Concluding this retrospective look, with 

field applications of resulting ideas of human movement notational systems and drawings. Particularly, 
William Forsyth’s work, Bernard Tschumi and the notion of standardization.  Establishing through such 

examples the modern understanding of commodity and delight. 

Chapter three proposes a contemporary addition to both concepts. Reinforcing the argument with 
recent technological developments in motion capture and virtual reality. Like the previous spark of 
interest in human movement studies, the author suggests a second wave is due. Included in the 

argument, exercises of this technology illustrate that potential. Learning from the past experiences 
and methods of Forsyth and Tschumi. A digital archive of human activities and a notational virtual 
experience for designers is presented. Aiding ergonomic design and spatial applications. Drawing 

extensions on definitions of commodity and delight. And identifying points of interest that can further 
support this interpretation of both classical concepts. 

ITERATING THE WALKING MAN

Can a new generation of human movement notational drawings provoke an expansion to our 
understanding of “Commodity and Delight”?
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INTRODUCTION

The thesis explores possible extensions on definitions of Vitruvian concepts in the context of the 
human body and movement. Can a new generation of human movement notational drawings extend 
on our understanding of commodity and delight?

Attempting this through the study of the relationship between three distinct factors across the thesis. 
The technological leaps that enabled human motion studies to evolve.  Notational representation 
of motion enabling communication of human activities. Employment of the former, human motion 
studies and notational drawings by practitioners in creative fields.  Such as choreography and 
architecture. Followed by an exercise of similar nature to those done by these practitioners. 
In attempt to understand the nature of the work and reinforce the resulting   the argument and 
hypothesis. 
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1 1
THE ORIGIN OF THE BODY AND 
MOVEMENT IN LITERATURE
(A brief historical context)



The study of the human body, proportions and movements has interested architects from antiquity 
to today. In this opening chapter, the origin of Commodity and Delight as first introduced by Vitruvius. 
The terminologies relationship to human motion and anthropometrics in the context of the literature 
and architecture theory at the time. The chapter then links human motion study to technological 
advancements through specific moments in history. Highlighting revolutionary methods that allowed both 
the technical capabilities and interest in the study of human motion to develop. Noting the additions to 
the Commodity and Delight in the process.

1.1 Vitruvian requirements  :

Utilitas and Venustas

Classical origins of Commodity and Delight were termed by Vitruvius in his ten books of Vitrouvio’s De 
architectura libri decem as Utilitas and Venustas, respectively. In the third chapter of his book, Vitruvius 
states that architecture must fulfill three distinct requirements: Firmitas, utilitas and venustas. 1Firmitas 
which translates to firmness covers the field of statistics, construction and materials. Utilitas refers to 
Utility, is the use of buildings and a guarantee of the success of the product/ function. Venustas meaning 
beauty or delight includes and all aesthetical values and proportion. 

In defining and explaining Venustas (Delight) it is important to understand how Vitruvius categorizes this 
aesthetic value. He splits it into 6 basic concepts:

1. Ordinatio - the detailed proportioning of building elements and their relationship to the module of a 
certain detail, usually the structure. 

2. Dispositio - denotes the design of a building in plan, elevation and perspective. The buildings 
organization as it would appear in drawing. 

3. Eurythmia - is the “effect” of pleasing proportions of a building on the beholder. It relates to what is 
currently known as harmony but is not limited to it. 

4. Symmetria - is the harmony of the building parts in relationship to the entirety of the building. It is 
predecessors of today’s proportions 

5. Decor - the appropriateness of the form and content according to precedents 
6. Distributio - this concept is split between and Utilitas (Commodity) and Venustas (Delight). the first 

half is focused on advantageous economic use of materials and the arithmetic’s of building costs. 
While the second half is the relationship between the building and status of its occupants. the type of 
architecture and programmatic requirements the occupants of different social classes are suited to.

Of these six basic concepts, three share a common group of proportions of a building; Ordiantio, 
eurythmia and symmetria all share the term proportion as a key element to their definition. 
Vitruvius defines proportions as a numerical relationship between the whole and a part. In which all 
measurements and ratios are derived from that part. In that, he mentions the human body as his primary 
reference. Vitruvius explains using temple building as an example:

“‘the planning of temple is based on symmetry, to whose law’s architects must conform with 
painstaking exactitude. It derives from proportion, Which the Greeks called analogia. Proportion 
is present when all the parts and the building are based on a selected part used as a measure 
{commudulatio}. From this symmetry are calculated. For without symmetry and proportion no 
temple can have a rational design, unless that is, there is a precise relationship between its 
parts, as in the case of a well-built human body. ‘“ 2

1  Kruft, Hanno-Walter. History of architectural theory. Princeton Architectural Press, 1994. pg.20
2  Kruft, Walter. History of architectural theory, pg.27
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The comparison between architecture proportions and that of an ideal body laid the bedrock for both 
understandings of proportion that would later arise in architectural theory. “Proportion as a relationship 
of absolute numbers, and proportions derived from analogy with the human body - anthropometric 
proportion. “3 However, Vitruvius uses anthropometry, the study of human measurements and 
proportions, to illustrate ideas of a numerical relationship of parts to the whole; as with an ideal human 
body. Concluding that his use of the term proportion, refers to a numerical foundation to the visual 
harmonious effect. A definition of what Vitruvius meant by Venustas (Delight) can now be drawn. To 
clarify of what is meant by numerical; that is a reference to its relationship between absolute and perfect 
numbers.  The classical understanding of Delight is therefore, the pleasant relationship between the 
parts and the whole; an analogy to ideal anthropometrics. It is important to state that when considering 
the other three basic concepts, Venustas can be extended to attain a broader definition. 

Demonstrating this connection of anthropometric proportions and numerical absolute values. He states 
if a circle is to be drawn from the “well built” man’s navel as the center. The circumference of the circle 
would tangent the man’s finger and toes. Similarly, if one would draw lines comparing the length from the 
feet to the head and the length of both extended arms, they would be identical. Therefore, creating the 
shape of a square. Such remarks gave birth that what would be known as the “Vitruvian man “4.

Providing basic understanding of Venustas (Delight) and the definition that this thesis chooses to focus 
and extends on. It is important to also define Utilitas (Utility / commodity) in this context.  In referencing 
his concept of Distributio, specifically the advantageous and economic use of materials, site, space 
etc. It is therefore interpreted as the utility of scarce resource efficiently to suit the occupants needs. 
Although the second part of Distributio relates to Venustas as it is more focused on the functional 
relationship of the building and its occupant. it closely follows Utilitas since this expression is heavily 
influenced by the economic use of valuable resource. For this thesis and in terms Utilitas of I will be 
studying how human movement and the human body influenced the redistribution of resources to suit 
the occupiers more economically. 

On the terminology of Commodity and Delight

Henry Wotton in his book the elements of architecture, 1624 named Utilitas and Venustas, as 
Commodity and Delight. In terming commodity, he was motivated by Vitruvius mention of “advantageous 
management of materials and site “5. which was direct reference to the economic use of valuable 
resources used in the erection of architecture. Therefore, naming it “Commodity” This is also the reason 
the term caught on in architecture theory, because of the accessibility of the term.

A similar scope on proportion was made when Wotton studied Venustas. Wotton states “In truth a sound 
piece of good Art, where the Materials being but ordinarie stone, without any garnishment of sculpture, 
doe yet ravish the Beholder, (and hee knowes not how) by a secret Harmony in the Proportions “6. He 
focused on the harmonious visual effect of proportions on the observer, and thus terming it “Delight “. 
As Vitruvius, he did continue to also credit perfect mathematical proportion for that; but it is interesting 
that both terminologies were both named as if from a third person perspective or more directly from the 
observer’s point of view. 

3  Ibid.
4  Da Vinci, Leonardo. “Vitruvian man.” Public domain image available at http://en. wikipedia. org/wiki/Image: Vitruvian. jpg 
(accessed August 1, 2007) (2010).
5  Wotton, Henry. Henry Wotton, The elements of architecture, London: John Bill, 1624. Part one (FONTES 68). 2012.
6  Ibid, pg. 33
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Image 1: Leonardo da Vinci the Vitruvian man, 1490.
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It is significant to note that by this point in architectural theory, the study of the human movement was 
limited to two factors: anthropometric proportions and the movement itself. That is largely attributed to 
the inaccessibility to the other factors affecting the subject. For example, Time. the following chapter 
addressed the invention of technologies that allowed the relative control of time as another layer to 
exploring human movement 

1.2 19th century technological evolution and the spark of interest in human movement

The beginning of the 19th century marked a significant spark of interest in human movement and 
motion in general. With the invention of photography and filmmaking, this new medium allowed the 
relative control of time as a new dimension when observing motion. The capability of producing still 
frames and playing them in succession with different speeds, made meticulous observation of human 
movement possible. Adding to the previous two factors that were the focus of human movement studies; 
anthropometric proportions and human movement. the accessibility to this third factor of time sparked 
interest in various fields that explored this notion. 

Eadweard Muybridge and the interest in movement 

Most notable is Eadweard Muybridge’s work, known as the pioneer of cinema for his use of repetitive 
and successive stop - action photography to create motion i.e. motion photography. He portrayed time 
relative to an activity through a series of images. Most renowned is his book Animal locomotion 1887; 
the motion of subjects was suspended in time while retaining the frame sequence of an activity. This 
format allowed time to be easily manipulated by the simple movement of the eyes across the frame 
sequence. Aided by his signature aesthetic in using contrast to separate the background form the 
subjects, his work was pivotal when studying movement. 

Muybridge’s work uses of time in a series of frames, inspired other fields to explore movement. For 
instance, Marcel Duchamp’s “nude descending down stairs 2” 1912, resembled Muybridge’s “women 
walking down stairs “1887. When asked about the resemblance; Duchamp attributed it to this emerging 
idea of the motion picture. He stated that “the whole idea of movement, of speed was in the air “7. 
Indicating that Muybridge’s work helped in initiating and spreading the motion picture as medium for the 
study of movement.

Étienne-Jules Marey and his pictures of time and movement

Like Muybridge, Étienne-Jules Marey was known to pioneer stop action photography. The difference 
Marey targeted specific factors of motion photography and then gradually over lapped them to generate 
the required study. For the purposes of understanding how this process affected anthropometric and 
motion study. A detailed look at his techniques is presented. In his book titled movement, he introduces 
the following factors while gradually building them up to create the required image: 

7  Brandstetter, Gabriele. “Defigurative Choreography: From Marcel Duchamp to William Forsythe.” TDR/The Drama Review 42, 
no. 4 (1998): 37-55. 
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Image 2: Animal locomotion cockatoo flying pg. 43

Image 3: Eadweard Muybridge, women walking down stairs 
Image 4: Marcel Duchamp, nude descending down stairs 2
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Time:
Marey time represented through exposure duration in photograph. Either through direct exposure of 
an element while it is in motion. Leaving a trail of the element on the photo due to long exposure which 
then indicates duration. Or by using successive exposures of the same element in motion. creating one 
image. 

Space (2-dimensional representation)
When representing space, a highlighted object in placed in contrast to a dark background. The first 
exposure technique is used to represent the pathing of an element in motion. Or the second to illustrate 
a total volume occupied by the element in space. 

Image 5: long exposure of a dial (first technique)
Image 6: successive exposures of a dial (Second technique)

Image 8: white wire used to create various volumes 
(Comment: better representation of the 3rd dimension but remains inaccessible for study and 
exploration due to its format and perspective distortion) 
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Image 7:  top: light element attached to tip of a crow’s wings. motion from left to right)
Bottom: light element attached to the back of a man. motion away from camera source)
(comment: these 2 images are from an overexposed element that is attached to a subject, one moving across the camera 
and the other away from it. the inability to capture the third dimension using such method is apparent here) 
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Human Movement: 

“Chronophotgraphy affords the means of understanding the real character of a movement, and 
is therefore of value in teaching athletic exercise”8

Marey mentions this “real character” that is visible through his technique and implies its effectiveness at 
being a reliable source to study human movement. In exhibiting this character of movement; he attached 
highlighted marker to a body suit and had the subject run across while he implemented the successive 
high contrast photography mentioned earlier. The reduction of the human body to this simple line 
allowed the emphasis to be on the motion within that time frame. In this captured state, the relationship 
between the motion of different limbs to one another manifests in the image.

Such methods and techniques allowed movement to be recorded and viewed relative to space and most 
notably time. Even when limited to the flat format of the image, human motion studies were popular 
amongst practitioners. Especially in creative fields, both as an instrument of observation and a basic 
method of visual communicating the nature of human motion. Interestingly, A more linguistic approach 
was needed to better communicate motion as in a spatial manner. The following chapter discusses the 
use of the first notation language and symbols to communicate human movement as dance. 

Rudolf Laban’s development of the first notational system for human movement

The access to the added factor of time by motion photography enabled the better visual study of 
motion. Consequently, it also made motion more complex to communicate; considering the addition of 
the previous factors of anthropometric proportions and the movement itself. A more linguistic approach 
was required in addition to the image to convey complex human movements to others. This was most 
apparent in the field of dance. where choreographers needed to record and teach their routines to 
students.  

8  Marey, Etienne Jules. “Movement. Translated by Eric Pritchard.” (1895).

mage 9: highlighted markers on a human body
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Image 10: successive exposures the man running across the camera wearing a reduction suit
Image 11: drawing of the reduction of movement. Photograph captured in a similar method to image 10
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Rudolf Laban, a choreographer in early 20th century, is known for pioneering the first linguistic approach 
to movement. A notational language was developed to read, record and portray movement in a written 
format. Laban based his first iteration of the system on observing how language is the representation of 
phonetics of the human action of speech. To record a poem, for example, a phonetic representation is 
made through known characters of a language. Similarly, a representation of human movement can to 
be written down “motorically”. He introduces the language as:

“a general acknowledged and readable notation of movement, based on the combination of 
motor elements is needed today, not only for the ballet but for all forms of dancing, and for 
important dramatic and practical movements “9

Initially made for his personal use, he referred to this early iteration as “Embryo notation “ 10. It later 
found its way to other fields. Where its application made communicating movement related activities 
easier.  It also helped in introducing movement-based tasks to trainees and apprentices. In response to 
questioning that wide range of application Laban notes:

“How is this possible? For the simple reason that movement, when looked at by a trained 
observer and notator, reveals far more than a purely physical action. “11

Laban’s relative simplicity in representing elementary motor functions of movement with a few signs 
and different combinations; allowed the system to be adaptable to other activities. This potential is more 
apparent in his next iteration of the notation system termed “Kinetographie Laban “. At this point, we 
could say, Laban’s work splits into two branches: Tanzschrift (Dance writing) and Schrifttanz (Written 
dance). The former is concerned with generating the notational language to record movement. While 
the latter is focused on the use of a notational language to generate and influence movement. This utility 
being in a literal sense or a suggestive manner to the type of motion. 

My focus for this section would be on Tanzschrift. The development of the language itself.  Although 
Schrifttanz will be revisited when addressing William Forsythe improvisation language in the following 
chapter. For it is the more intriguing of both branches. 

Kinetography notational language (Kinetographie Laban):

Tanzschrift starts with the release of Kinetographie Laban, published in 1928, a developed notational 
system for dance. In briefly explaining the language, the focus will be only on key symbols of this 
system that represent; the movement (action), human body (figure) and time. The language extends 
to more symbols and notational letters. For example, the relationship of body parts to each other, their 
orientation, acceleration of actions etc.  

9  Laban, Rudolf. Principles of dance movement notation: With 114 basic movement graphs and their explanation. Macdonald & 
Evans, 1956.
10  Ibid pg.11
11  Ibid
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- Image 12: examples of this early ‘Embryo notation’ system. The arrow represents time duration and the motor elements 
(thick lines) represent actions.
-Image 13: Movment notation compared to musical notation.
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The following is the notational symbols and expression that deal with the three terms mentioned earlier:

The staff: the base for which the symbols are plotted on it. it is read from the bottom upwards, and the 
full length of the staff represents the time passed.

Action: This thick line is an indication of a specific movement. the length of the line indicates the 
duration of the movement. based on the of focus of each staff, the action is indicative of the focus. 

Duration of action: the length of the line indicates the duration of the movement. Replacing a line with 
a curve can indicate acceleration/declaration throughout the duration.  

Cessation of Action: Indicated by a small circle, it reads as a pause to the action. while the time of the 
set continues.

The flow of movement: This is a focus on rhythm. using stacked staffs, you can understand the 
successiveness of the movements compiling a dance set. 

 Image 14 (commentary: 1 - The staff on the far right represents the full movement recorded. Actions 
of certain body parts will be indicated here. (Inside are legs, outside is arms)
2 - The staff is the middle is simplified and represents the active side of the body (right or left)
3- The staff on the left address the body. Indicating the general movement of the figure (human body)

Image 16 representation of action on the staff

Image 17 representation of cessation on the staff
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Image 15 : types of curve representing from left to right: acceleration, acceleration followed by 
immediate declaration, deceleration
Image 18 : (commentary:
Left - overall rhythm of the whole body in this routine
Middle   - shows the side of body most stressed during the routine 
Right - show the rhythm of individual limbs compared to other limbs)
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Body parts: these symbols will only appear on the far right and middle staff. Each symbol is specific to 
a certain body part as shown 

From these examples we can deduce how other notational symbols are added to the language and 
how they illustrate more details about the kind of motion. Indicating of Laban Kinetographie can 
be used in dance and other activities related to human movement. The language forms the root of 
Tanzschrift (Dance writing). The branch is later extended through research by successors to what is 
commonly known in dance notation as “Labanotation”. A more mainstream and contemporary version 
of Kinetographie. Developed by the dance notation bureau in New York for choreography, it still widely 
used a range human motion related field.

On the other hand, in regards Schrifttanz (Written dance) Laban released the book “Choreutics “in 
1966. It forms the base of what is known as Space theory or Space Harmony. Which is the main theory 
used by dance choreographers and practitioners in the development of their own language of reading 
movement. William Forsyth, commonly known for using it in the development of his “Improvisation 
technologies “.  Written dance being an application of written language is therefore a notational language 
concerned with the interpretation of movement rather than the recording It.

After Understanding the development of the relationship of anthropometrics, movement and time. And 
how it was represented using notational languages in a two-dimensional format. A look at how field 
practitioners applied similar methods and systems to generate work focused on human motion.

Image 19 representation of symbols on the body
Image 20 symbols of the hand from left to right: fingers, right palm, thumb

Image 21 :examples of the 2 right staffs with body symbols placed
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Rudolf Laban 

William Forsythe  

Embryo Notation  
early notation iteration

 Kinetographie Laban  
first complete notation system

Choreutics 
Space theory or Space Harmony

Improvisation technologies
movement alphabet notation

Labanotation  
Current dance notation system 

Tanzschrift ( Dance writing )

Schrifttanz ( Written dance )

Image 22 diagram of the notational evolution 
up to William Forsyth
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ANTHROPOMETRIC NOTATIONAL
DRAWINGS WHEN OBSERVED 
THROUGH VITRUVIAN CONCEPTS
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Implementation of the systems and technologies, mentioned in section 1.2, helps construct 
an image of modern extensions to classic commodity and delight. Initiating with how standardization 
redefined classic commodity to become more concerned with anthropometric values. 

2.1 Anthropometric notation as Commodity

Standardization of architectural space was the dominant notion of architecture theory in the 20th century. 
Its origins were motivated by Vitruvian concepts of absolute numbers and ratios. But it eventually relied 
on statistics as the metric criteria for calculating average anthropometric dimensions. The average or 
standard is defined by the mean and its standard deviation of general population groups compared 
with the anthropometric measurement in question. Gender, nationality and age groups are example of 
such groups. Notational anthropometric drawings of this average man are generated from this method. 
This then influences the design of the immediate utility space of architectural occupants, also known 
as ergonomics.  Furniture design and programmatic spatial design is largely influenced by standard 
ergonomics. Such standardization ensures the efficient use of material resource and space to the suit 
the occupiers needs when combined with the economics of mass production. Enforcing concepts of 
commodity through standard anthropometric data. 

However, when addressing such resources like the Metric handbook, referenced statistical data used 
is lacking. For instance, the standard used in the book is based on a sample of the adult British civilian 
population. The parameters of some of the body parts were obtained by a ratio comparison to other 
reference population. Rather than being directly measured from this sample. Creating a lot of errors and 
inaccuracies in the process12. It could also be argued that the use of standardized tools and resources 
became more prescriptive rather than descriptive. A constraint on the creative potential of architects 
rather than a tool that enables it.

A notion to improve this approach to commodity, would be digitalization of the referenced input data. A 
combination of population statistics and a growing library of digitally acquired and stored anthropometric 
and ergonomic metrics. This notion is explored in chapter 3. 

12  Pheasant, S. T. “Anthropometric estimates for British civilian adults.” Ergonomics 25, no. 11 (1982): 993-1001.
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Image 23: notational drawing of anthropometric average for British adults  
Image 24: notational drawing of the ergonomics of the standard individual 
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2.2 Anthropometric notation as Delight 

Shifting the focus to delight and resuming with the field of dance. William Forsyth’s notational language 
offers more than a description of human movement. An improvisational tool rather than a linguistic one. 
A similar creative approach is also attempted by Bernard Tschumi. Where uses motion picture and 
notional drawings of activities to create architecture 

William Forsyth 

What:

As mentioned earlier, Forsyth initiated the development of his system by studying Laban’s space theory 
or space harmony (Choreutics). It addressed how the human body and motion can be used as the 
base for generating geometric volumes in space.  Both in proximity to the human body i.e. the figure, 
and the area within the figure’s reach without stepping out of a point of support or his Kinesphere. 
Forsyth created a notational system that was concerned with how its interpretation. A path down 
Schrifttanz (Written dance) than it is written language. It was designed to allow dancers to improvise 
and choreograph a written score using his terminology. Symbols that indicated a possibility of movement 
rather than a prescribe a move. A method that contrasts Labanotation and Kinetographie notations of 
recording specific dance sets and choreographies. Forcing the enactment of the documented moves. 

Yuzurihara, Akiko in Historical and Contemporary Schrifttanz uses Operations, an action from Forsythe’s 
terminology to explain this:

“Operations are constructed not so that the results of a specific task have visible priority, but 
to generate the unavoidable and unforeseeable residual movement. As Forsythe argues: “I 
don’t want to know what’s going to happen. I want to be ambushed by the results.” In the end, 
Forsythe creates a system of ever-multiplying systems of working which in turn regenerate 
themselves in variation.” 13

How:

His methodology in designing the language incorporated two key aspects that made his technique 
distinctive and spatially relevant. Through observing the figure of ballet dancers and how they were 
taught, the first aspect employed the dancer knowledge of matching lines and forms in space14. Banking 
on their familiarity with such spatial vocabulary and as the second aspect; he envisions the figure as 
points in space. Points creating lines, planes and volumes that can be altered when certain transformers 
are applied it. It can then move, bend and distort resulting in interesting spatial variety. 

Since these points are attached to the dancer’s figure and not his Kinesphere. Forsyth had to introduce 
a language that would allow the ‘folding’ and ‘unfolding’ of these points attached to the physical figure of 
the dancer. He terms these transformers “procedures”. Forsyth explains:

13  Yuzurihara, Akiko. “Historical and Contemporary Schrifttanz: Rudolf Laban and Postmodern Choreography.” Dance Chronicle 
37, no. 3 (2014): pg.294
14  William Forsythe & Paul Kaiser ,Dance Geometry, Performance Research, 4:2 (1999), 64-71
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Image 25 : Kinesphere
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“If you analyze the basic ballet position where the hands are held over the head, you realize 
that there are two curves involved, one on the right and the other on the left. You can create 
innumerable transformations from that simple position, which is a given in ballet, and can act 
like a keyframe. “ 15

Forsyth references film frames as the medium in which he explains the relationship between his 
suggested movements and time. Displaying how movie making, and film affected the conceptual 
representation of movement-based works, moving forward. In applying Forsyth’s procedures to that first 
frame or state of the figure, numerous possibilities arise to the dancer. He calls it “states of fold” as if the 
figure is one geometrical object that is folded and unfolded to create the dance piece. 

His suggested procedures are innovative because they invoke altering the relationship between the 
focused set of curves or even the rest of the imaginary points in the figure. Rendering the finished state 
of the figure peripheral, compared to exploring the dance possibilities from his procedures. This journey 
of going through a set of procedures is called an “operation” 

Under an operation, Procedures can either be Modifiers or Generators. the former altering current states 
and positions of the figure and the latter initiating new basic position to the dance script. Exploring such 
operations through the dancer’s own motion, new ways of movement can are discovered through each 
attempt. This methodology of dance exploration is then termed by Improvisation Technologies.

The notational representation of Forsyth’s procedures is called “movement alphabets”. It is a vocabulary 
of non-balletic 135 movements. It is both the notational representation and the form of the movement. 
The letters are used in sequence and dictate the relationship of the points on the figure to each other, 
and to the dancer’s kinesphere. In using a letter, the dancer is then required to either use the previous 
or next letter in the alphabet. Creating a loop which can be repeated and altered indefinitely. On the 
creation of these alphabets, Forsyth comments:

“Yes. Each letter of the alphabet, which covered as many human configurations as possible, 
was then modified by the various operations that we’ve developed over the past 15 years. 
These modifications reminded us of more letters, which in turn recalled more operations. It was 
a total immersion system. “16

15  Forsythe & Kaiser ,Dance Geometry, pg. 64
16   Forsythe & Kaiser ,Dance Geometry, pg. 67

Image 27 (Forsyth illustrating a letter from the movement alphabet)
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Image 26 the second detail - Forsyth movement choreography position to other position in a key frame form
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He then continues to illustrate the connection of this looping procedures to algorithms 17. That is also 
very apparent when considering his flow chart for executing Eidos in 1995. 

“For Eidos, I gave my dancers- and myself- the following general instruction: Take an equation, 
solve it; take the result and fold it back into the equation and then solve it again. Keep doing 
this a million times. “18

Why:

Forsyth was motivated by three points in developing his notational language. First, a representation 
of the figure as a set of points. Allowing the notational letters to influence the dancer rather than a 
linguistic means to the final dance state. Hinting at his interest in the digital representation of the human 
body as well. Second, an interest in the accidental and the added improvisational value. Stressing on 
the creation of opportunity for the dancers to improvise when reading each letter, visible through their 
movements. Creating a focus on attempted repetition and accidental encounters, which prompts the 
final point an interest in the digital capacity to provide more possibilities and an inevitable encounter with 
similarities of his system and recursive algorithms. 

Forsyth’s linguistic system is intriguing because its implemented as a graphical tool for a creative 
potential, rather a documentation of human movement. Forcing it to stand out from other notational 
work. Crucial to this was the first point. The spatialization of the human body, and potential of a 
generated architecture. Forsyth concludes: “The dance diagram, however, does not depict any concrete 
or existing space, but rather a potential space - as the piece forms, its architecture emerges. “19. The 
spatialization of the motion and its creative potential is carried over to the Bernard Tschumi work in the 
next section. 

Bernard Tschumi:

What:

When addressing the spatialization and creative use of human motion with regards to notation drawings, 
Bernard Tschumi is an ideal reference. He utilizes previously mentioned themes of the motion picture 
as the basis for analyzing the relationship between human utility and architectural space. In this space, 
the connection between the script and set is visualized through his drawings. Although the drawing is 
considered a separate body of work. 

The notational drawing is considered independent when referring to either sides, the event and the 
resultant architecture. Tschumi accomplishes this autonomy of the drawing, by ignoring any spatial 
potential when the source event is being mapped and noted. Likewise, when generating the architecture, 
the initial event or script is overlooked. The drawing remains the only connection between the other 
two elements of the work. Acting as the constant that dictates their relationship. It is then appropriate to 
split his methodology in two stages.  With the notational work as the link. Starting with Creation of the 
notional drawing using motion cinematics and then moving on to spatialization of the notational drawing. 

17  Ibid.pg.70
18  Ibid pg.70
19  Ibid pg.68
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Image 28 :image of Edios dance flow chart, (commentory : showing an operation with linked procedures. what keeps it interesting however 
the bit highlighted in red, it illustrates how unpredictability of the operation is achieved. It also illustrators its similarities to algorithms)
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How:

Creation of the notional drawing using motion cinematics

Tschumi approach to human activity was through the notion of cinematic space. His drawings looked 
at movements and events in space as a film scene. With a stage, a protagonist, a camera and a script. 
One that dramatizes the event. In doing so, the notational prescription of an event becomes an entity of 
its own. As closely related to the actual event as a screenplay is to a movie, except in the opposite order. 
Enabling him to approach his notational system as an independent piece of work; rather than a tool that 
supplements the description of the action. 

This approach allows the creative space to exaggerate and manipulate the action, script or subject.  
Generating architecture potential that is completely dependent on the resultant notational drawing rather 
than the source event. In a sense, establishing the drawing as the pivot point between two separate 
entities; the architecture produced and its source event. 

Spatialization of the notational drawing

An example of this architecture potential is Image 30. Space manipulation sourced from the drawing 
assumes that notational lines are tracks. Lines that “has been carving space out of a pliable surface; 
or the reverse, shaping continuous volumes, as if a whole movement has been literally solidified “.20 
He addresses these tracks as negative space, with little consideration the source motion. This creative 
leeway is possible because of independent nature of his notational system.  What makes this different to 
other form-based implementations of notation drawings, is that the movement lines are still considered 
active. However distant from the original event, it still used as if it has kinetic potential. By extruding or 
subtracting through these lines, he maintains the momentum of what the notation drawing represents. 
Even when the original narrative is subliminal to the viewer, its kinetic value is still apparent in the space 
generated. In a sense establishing the notional drawings as the pivot point between both sides and their 
alternating values.

*30

Why:

Tschumi hints at why in the introduction of the Manhattan transcripts:

“Even if the transcripts become a self-contained set of drawings, with its own internal 
coherence. They are first a device. their explicit purpose is to transcribe things normally 
removed from conventional architectural representation. Namely the complex relationship 
between spaces and their use; between set and the script “21

Deducing from that quote; the purpose of these drawings was to create a link between human activity 
and the space that serves it. Acting as a liaison in this complex relationship. It might initially appear as 
if the notational drawing is the focal point of his work, the constant of it. However, the whole point of a 
constant in an equation is to maintain the complex relationship between sets of variables. the constant 
is only there as a mediator. the notional drawing is therefore not the purpose behind his work, rather it is 
illustrating the intricate relationship between the occupant’s utility and resulting spatial consequence.

20  Tschumi, Bernard, and Robert Young. “The Manhattan Transcripts.” (1994). pg.10
21  Ibid. pg 1
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Image 29
(commentary:
1 - camera angle and scale about the subject
2 - setting and stage 
3- the ‘notation drawing’ representing the 
movement of the scene)

Image 30: Bernard tschumi: screen plays (the fight) 1977
(commentary: the notation drawing is the link between the screen play activity and the architecture generated. However, without it 
there is no real connection between both. Therefore, Tschumi’s drawing not only acts as an intermediary between the two bodies 
of work but as an independent drawing. )



2.3 Conclusion to Chapter 2 

Concluding this chapter on how field practitioners applied ideas of anthropometrics, movement, 
language and time to extend on the definition of commodity and delight. Modern delight encouraged 
the use of these ideas to create creative potential for work and architecture. Indirectly inspiring the 
pleasance mentioned in classical delight. Shifting the focus from mimicking ideal anthropometrics, to 
using it as the exploratory. Modern Commodity, on the other hand utilized standardization to address 
efficiency requirements imposed by classical Commodity. 

In researching material for this chapter, frequent references were made to digitalization by practitioners. 
Commonly referred to as a natural extension to notational studies. For instance, William Forsyth answer 
to Paul Kaiser’s closing remarks about the possible emergence from an overlap of dance (movement), 
visual arts and the digital field. In this 1998 interview, Kaiser states:
 

“. I imagine that this new form will fuse performance and recording and notation - three strands 
of the performing arts that have always been separate. So that you can have the notation 
shaping the performance, the performance shaping the recording, the recording shaping the 
notation, and so on. Perhaps this new process, which builds on itself, can bootstrap a new way 
of making art. “ 22 

Forsyth’s answer:
 

“I’d start with the score. What’s been missing so far is an intelligent kind of notation, one that 
would let us generate dances from a vast number of varied inputs. Not traditional notation, but 
a new kind mediated by the computer. “ 23

22  William Forsythe & Paul Kaiser Dance Geometry, Performance Research, 4:2 (1999), pg.71
23  Ibid.
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3 3
HOW CAN WE CREATE 
DELIGHT IN USING DIGITAL 
RECORDS OF ACTIVITIES ?
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Chapter 3 argues that contemporary methods and technologies can trigger a flux of interest in 
human motion studies. Like that surge at the beginning of the 19th century, by the motion picture and 
the photograph. Possibly, introducing a different perspective to notational systems and drawings in 
this digital age. Learning from previous work and adding a contemporary expansion to commodity and 
delight. Section 3.1 introduces the technologies that are explored within this context.

Propose digital exercises and interventions are provided to supplement this argument. The exercises 
will explore and create digital notational drawings from anthropometric records. Employing earlier 
experiences and guidelines observed in the works of Forsyth, Laban and Tschumi, to develop a 
notational language. In addition to an auxiliary digital medium as its canvas. The proposition priorities 
notions of creative utility to produce architectural design and delight. And propose an alternative 
approach to standardization while maintaining the same goal, with regards to commodity. The 
hypothesis aims to stir more enquiries through this kind of work. Such as using ideas to revisit the link 
between commodity and delight. Or questioning the nature of pleasance as introduced by classical 
delight. 

3.1 21st century technological opportunity 

Contemporary ways of capturing motion 

Precise motion capture technology has become increasingly accessible to consumers in the last ten 
years. Most notable in the filmmaking and video game industry. Both of which are direct descendants 
of the motion picture. Unlike the reliance of the predecessor on the image as the source of motion 
metrics; modern technologies rely on the idea of virtual space. Constructed through multiple capture 
and reflective / emitter points; mounted to the space and subject, respectively. Generating an accurate 
location coordinates of all points in space. A digital simulation of the motion sequence is reconstructed 
accordingly. The following are two of the motion capture technologies that are relevant to the research 
scope. 

Optical motion capture method (Motion capture in filmmaking)

Commonly used in film making. It utilizes multiple cameras as capture and emitter points around a 
space. In which the subject is recorded by wearing a suit of either reflective markers or light emitting 
LEDs, if the cameras are just capture points.  The markers are placed on key locations around the 
subject’s body; to maximize the range of motion recorded 24 . 
The process starts with the cameras emitting light across the space at high frequency. Light reflected 
off the markers is then captured back by the cameras. The location of the reflective markers in space is 
computed by the return time from the reflected light.  A digital mapping of each point is presented in real 
time. Using motion tracking software like Motive25 , the data is cross referenced across all capture points 
to produce the precise location of each marker. Creating a digital replica of the subject’s motion through 
the recorded sequence. The same method is applied with emitter markers. Except the camera are only 
capture points receiving the light from the LEDs. 

24  “OptiTrack - Motion Capture for Movement Sciences.” Accessed April 16, 2019. https://optitrack.com/motion-capture-
movement-sciences/.
25  “OptiTrack - Software.” Accessed April 6, 2019. https://optitrack.com/software/.
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Image 31: Opti track motion capture setup example 
(commentary: bottom of the images shows the body suit and markers on the subject. Top screens show the generated model in a virtual 
3-dimensional software 
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Virtual reality motion capture method (HTC vive and laser tracking technology) 

More accessible to consumers is Virtual Reality motion capture. The methods use two fixed emitter 
points and multiple capture points attached to the subject’s controllers and headset. Using only two 
emitter points makes this the cost-effective method. The location and orientation of each element is 
computed by comparing the relative position of all capture points in space. Creating a real time replica 
of the subject’s movement in virtual space. Virtual Reality motion capture is employed in this chapter. 
Therefore, the physical setup and technical operation of this method is explained in more detail in the 
appendix. 

3.2 On the need and creation of notation drawing:

Employing the technology (exercise one):

Before indulging in the potential of digital anthropometrics. And their application in the following 
exercises. Tschumi highlights the significance of human movement in the creation of architecture. 

“If movement notation usually preceded from our desire to map the actual movement of bodies 
in spaces, it increasingly became a sign that did not necessarily refer to these movements but 
rather to the idea of movement - a form of notation that was there to recall that architecture 
was also about the movement of bodies in space, that their language and the language of walls 
were ultimately complementary.” 26 

Whilst we agree on the premise, architecture is “about the movement of bodies in space “, the departure 
from actual movement to the idea of movement is a point of difference. It would seem as if this departure 
was a conscious decision. But, I argue that it was because of the inability to observe and study the 
actual motion unravel in space. Forcing notational systems to be focused on the metaphorical rather 
than the empirical. In contrast and by taking a step back, this thesis proposes an observation of activity 
in space using digital methods and technologies. Perhaps more is to be gained through witnessing such 
an interact relationship unfold between the occupant and the architecture.

Attempting to do so, and by walking back in Tschumi footsteps; the motivation for his work was a need 
to illustrate the complex relationship between occupant utility and space. Setting that as the target, 
an exploration and observation of that relationship is attempted in this exercise. Virtual reality motion 
tracking was used to produce accurate readings of different activities in the same space. Presented 
in Image 34 are illustrations of three different drawings performed by the same subject. The activities 
are Computer usage, Model making and leisure time. All are performed within a small study space and 
the recording time was kept under 5 min. To simplify the visual result of the motion tracking. Produced 
drawings only portrayed the location of the subject’s wrists. That is accomplished by attaching the 
controllers to the top of his hands. Which also minimized movement limitations during the run time. 
Image 33 shows computer usage activity and its progress in frame format analysis. Stressing on the rich 
spatial presence of each activity, virtual cameras are set to revolve around the subject and his motion 
throughout the duration and upon its completion. As seen in both in Image 33 and the accompanied 
video 1 of all three activities.

26  Tschumi, Bernard. Architecture and disjunction. MIT press, 1996. Pg 148

Video 1: recording of the activities in this order: computer usage, model making then 
leisure
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Image 32: HTC VR setup example. The lighthouses are attached to the top of the light stands

Image 33: Image set of the frame development of computer usage
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Interestingly, the record of each activity leaves a unique print throughout the space. This is most 
apparent when referenced to the objects that the subject interacted with during the recording. bringing 
forth a much more intricate relationship between human utility and the occupied space. Even at such 
limited factors of scale, type of activities and tracked nodes on the human subject. 

It is important to state that the upgraded technical ability of studying human motion should not be the 
extent of the added value to the research topic. Current projects employing similar technologies do not 
venture beyond its technical capabilities. A practical expedition of its full potential is due. Especially, its 
immersive representational aspects and possible applications in the design field. 

Instances of Virtual reality use:

An Earlier instance of employing motion tracking technologies in the field was by Todd Bracher.  His 
installation Humanscale at the 2019 Milan design week27 used motion tracking apparatus to relay 
participants actions on a dark foreground. Using projected light beams. The projections were a result of 
tracking certain capture points on the participants body. reenacting the movement of the subject through 
the projected light figure.  Adding a live interaction aspect to the idea of motion tracking.  

Similar use in an architectural context was Jack Clay at the Bartlett school of architecture. He 
used Virtual reality as a drawing canvas. Expanding on his two-dimensional drawings to a spatially 
comprehensible version of the it. Creating a set of illustrations drawn in a virtual space 28. Another 
example of design related utility of this technology. However, both previous examples were technical 
implementation of motion tracking; feeding back into a two-dimensional method of representation.

27  “Todd Bracher’s installation for Humanscale captures - Dezeen.” Accessed April 11, 2019. https://www.dezeen.
com/2019/04/10/humanscale-todd-bracher-milan-installation-video/.
28   “Jack Clay | UNIT 21.” Accessed April 8, 2019. http://unit-21.com/?p=6320.

Image 35: Todd Bracher installation
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Image 34: illustrations of activities and objects (top bottom: computer 
usage, model making, leisure)
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A second kind of precedents used the virtual world mostly as the representational. In 2018, We live in 
an ocean of air exhibition used virtual reality and other monitoring technologies to create an immersive 
virtual environment 29. As an educational experience, the participants were able to move and interact 
with a connected natural landscape. The networks were visualized between plants, animals and 
participants to intensify the synthetic experience.  Arguably, most virtual reality implementations are 
representational. Worlds to be visited but remains detached from our own. Offering no real-world 
consequence or applications.

Both kinds of practical uses; did not take advantage of the technology’s full capabilities. An impactful 
technical application and representational utility. Contextualized as a design tool, both aspects when 
used together, have the potential to supplement creativity in the designer’s workflow.  In that sense, 
Can the virtual space be like a design studio? equipped with the techniques necessary for creative 
development? while providing instant means of visualization? 

A new kind of notation Drawing (exercise two):

Going back to Tschumi and Forsyth questions with regards to digital technologies, specifically when 
Tschumi pondered: “Is digital going to enable us to change architecture, or are we going to carry on 
doing the same old thing with the addition of double curved surfaces.” 30 In attempting to influence 
the process of architecture creation. An effort is made to employ both Virtual reality techniques of 
representation and motion tracking in digital design pipelines. Using the methods applied in exercise 
one, human activity recordings are used as the base for this exercise. Considering the unique nature 
and aesthetic it illustrated earlier.  In addition to maintaining the focus on the scope of this thesis. 

As a starting point, it was important to create a notational language that would be used to communicate 
the motion to designers in the virtual world. Studying Forsyth’s approach to creating his language. The 
design of the notational system had to allow improvisation and creative opportunity to dancers when 
using it for choreography. And not just act as a narration of motion.31 This creative utility is then crucial 
to the success of the language.  After concluding his work, he remarked that a kind of notation mediated 
by computers would allow the exponential increase in innovational potential of such notational systems. 
Prompting the design of a digitally communicable notational system with that as a primary goal. 

However, a similar approach to linguistic symbol design would not have sufficed. Tschumi hints to this 
in his own design: “there were two different things in the idea of notation. the first was a question of 
language: if you want to change something, you sometimes have to change the way you talk about 
it .”32 He states that notation is more about communication than it is about language and symbols. 
therefore, the notational system was approached as a continuous whole rather than a series of symbols 
and letters. This continuous whole communicates the nature of the motion to the designer. A seamless 
visual approach of the form and surfaces was essential to understanding the movement and the trigger 
in inspiring spatial ideas. Accordingly, all letters are ‘creases’ or deformations of surfaces on the form. 
Maintaining the idea of accurate movement metrics was the secondary goal of the language. Distinct 
Linear creases represented the actual position of the subject’s motion on the form.   

29  “Ocean of air - Marshmallow Laser Feast.” Accessed April 12, 2019. https://www.marshmallowlaserfeast.com/experiences/
ocean-of-air/.
30  Migayrou, Frédéric. Bernard Tschumi Architecture: Concept & Notation. Editions Du Centre Pompidou, 2014. pg. 72
31  William Forsythe & Paul Kaiser Dance Geometry, pg 71
32  Migayrou, Frédéric. Bernard Tschumi Architecture: Concept & Notation. pg. 70
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Image 36: We live in an ocean of air exhibition
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The primary goal of the language was to increase the creative potential of the human footprint as a 
driver for spatial design. The base movement data is sourced by virtual reality motion tracking of a 
subject doing an activity. In this example the subject is a cook. The activity performed is meal prepping 
and the space is a kitchen. Image set 37 presents the seven main types of deformation (letters) and 
their definitions. All of which are used in this example. Image 38 presents the change from the linear 
representation of source movement data used in exercise one, to the developed notational form.

 

Image 37: notational creases key and their meaning

Clean Surface
Indicates fast movement during the recorded time frame . 
The smoothness of the surface
is reflective of the speed

Linear Crease 
Source movement metrics embed in the surface

Wide Surface
Movement range that would have allowed the subject to 
achieve the same target 

Straight Finish 
Movement stopped when contact is made with a physical 
surface in space

Split Surface
Indicates earlier movement on the time line and is usually 
accompanied by another surface passing through

Curved Finish 
Movement stopped when contact is made with a physical 
object in space

Creased Surface
Creasing indicates stalling occurred in the recorded time 
frame . The Intensity of the crease is reflective of that 
amount of time
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Image 38: partial extract of the notational 
drawing of the cook. Showing the change from 
a linear representation (exercise 1) to notational 
representation (exercise 2)
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Considering the nature of these forms, two-dimensional representation would not provide the needed 
experience for the designer. So, the virtual medium and interaction became as important as the 
language itself. For the experience is what makes this notational system works. It is for that reason that 
video recordings of the experience are presented with the thesis as well. Although, even this video is 
arguably understating the actual experience as well. 

“Any new attitude towards architecture had to question its mode of representation “33  Concluding 
this section with this Tschumi quote is therefore appropriate. It reinforces the need for an appropriate 
method of representation when a different attitude is proposed. Making the experienced scale, detail 
and spatial presence of the drawing crucial to the proposition. Developed software that support the use 
of virtual representation in aid to designer are being to pop up. The Minddesk plugin is an example of 
incorporating that into CAD software like Rhino. it allows for the seamless integration of a virtual work 
space into an architect’s workflow. Image 39 and Video 2 illustrate the use of Minddesk to view and 
interaction with the notational drawing of the cook  

This is a sample of what a larger archive of subjects and anthropometric activities can offer. 
Simultaneously the Virtual experience is used by the designers to interact and view the notational 
representation of that activity. Legible by a notional key inside an immersive virtual work. To Influence 
both the functional use of space and form of the resultant architecture in a peculiar manner. Distinctive 
to the sourced anthropometric and movement data.

3.3 Use of contemporary techniques in search of “commodity”

The personal anthropometric data and designer experience proposed can help designers create 
architecture that is bespoke. Both in the visual and utilitarian sense. Referencing classic understanding 
of commodity, the economic use of resources to serve the occupants needs. Digitized anthropometrics 
offers a more accurate and accessible source of data for spatial design. Specific to either individuals 
or a targeted group of people. Allowing spatial elements or furniture layouts to become catered to the 
targeted dimensional requirements rather than a general standard.   

Consequential to this notion. An inaccessibility for dimensional ranges outside of the targeted group 
or individuals becomes an issue. Prompting an idea of spatial adaptability based on use probability; 
considered relative to the lifetime of the designated space. In other words, the design takes into 
consideration groups of people that are more likely or less likely to use the architecture throughout 
its lifetime. Rather than attempting to accommodate all occupant possibilities. Explaining the ideas 
implementation, we could assume that the highest utilized time of the layout or space is by the targeted 
group. The adaptability of the furniture and fixtures would address all other occupant groups. Whom are 
less likely to use the space. In statistical terms, the median range of dimensions used for the design in 
its static state is the target population group. While the adaptability is made for the wider range of people 
outside the median value and at the extremities. Avoiding the natural inaccessibility that would arise with 
bespoke design. 

33  Tschumi, Bernard. Architecture and disjunction. MIT press, 1996. Pg 143

Image 39: still frames of the Cook’s drawing virtual experience as would be seen by 
the designer 
Video 2: video record of the Cook’s drawing virtual experience and view from the 
headset camera of the designer
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The notion improves on the one fits all approach of Standardization. Which broadens the statistical 
anthropometric threshold to accommodate all. Material and spatial resources might be wasted on a 
range of dimensions or even activities that would rarely see use in these spaces. In addition to avoiding 
the problem where people on the extremities of the curve might not be considered in the standard 
value at all. Necessary to this proposition is access to similar data archives and recording technologies 
mentioned earlier. 

3.4 On Spatialization and delight:

In terms of delight and the aesthetic application of the proposed notational system and experience 
mentioned in section 3.2. The following is a brief attempt at the use of the Cook’s notational drawing in 
an architectural application. The design process uses extracted fragments of surfaces from the virtual 
drawing.  A partial facade / window and seat is assumed to be the spatial target and architecture in this 
example. Notably, and in addition to the traditional digital method used to alter the raw surface extracted; 
the virtual interface is used to design a complementary surface to the form. Extending on this peculiar 
aesthetical character. Such visual character could have only been possible due to the source human 
motion and the designer’s virtual experience.  The design process is seen in Images 40 and 41.

Evidently, one can argue that resultant engraved architecture seen in Image set 42 holds a personal 
signature. the mapped anthropometric data of a subject in embedded in the form. Passed down 
through the notational drawing and the motion archive proposed throughout this chapter.  It is also as 
conspicuous, that this kind of delight provides more than a visual presence in architecture. An emotional 
added value is to be noted; at least for the subject himself. But can it also be argued that this humane 
aesthetic becomes relatable to others as well? Can it be a form of emotional or more accurately, 
empathic response towards such architecture? 

Image 40: extracted piece from the notational drawing and workflow of editing the surface to create a seat 

edited form 

extracted form 
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Image 41:  Using the VR apparatus to create a complimentary surface for the seat as part of a  facade fragment.

Images 42: resultant form, surfaces analysis material to show the aesthetic deformations sourced from the initial drawing



3.5 Human perception and empathetic value

How do we place empathetic value to architecture? To answer this, it is crucial to return to how delight 
has been historically addressed, and on the way, it is uniquely perceived according to the person. It 
was the observer that Henry Wotton focused on when he renamed Venustas to Delight 34. And it was 
the relationship between anthropometric proportions and the pleasant effect it had on the beholder that 
Vitruvius mostly referred to when first defining Venustas.35 Is not delight, however, subjective? Can it 
be said that a more accurate sourcing of anthropometrics results in more empathetic response by the 
observer? While we can’t quantify something subjective like taste, we can look at the physiological 
effects of being delighted. be explored. 

We can for instance, study neurons. Embodied simulation is the stimulation of one’s own mind to 
experience an event that is being observed. Surprisingly this is seen to be triggered by a neurological 
response in the motor cortex.  The motor cortex is the area of the brain responsible for voluntary motor 
functions in primates and humans, it is surprising therefore that it can tell us about emotional response. 
Recently, it was observed that in the premotor cortex (F5), when a subject sees a manipulatable object 
or a relatable action, a motor stimulation is evoked adequate to the stimuli 36. Mirror neurons fire motor 
signals, if the action observed is like that which is controlled by these neurons 37. This activation is 
not accompanied by any movement from the test subject, creating a sensory representation of the 
witnessed action as the subjects own. This mechanism is the basis of embodied simulation. 

Vittorio Gallese, a cognitive neuroscientist that helped discover mirror neurons states this ability is true 
to witnessing emotional cues as well.  Allowing for a complex apprehension of space, objects and other 
actions as our own, he states:

“The primordial quality turning space, objects and behavior into intentional objects, that is, into 
the objects of our perceptions and thoughts, is their constitution as the potential targets of the 
motor potentialities that our body expresses.”  38

The tangible proof of an empathetic response to spatial forms or objects is if they resemble one’s own 
emotional desires or desire for activities. Interestingly Vittorio concludes his writing with referencing a 
sculpture good intuition saying “Adolf von Hildebrand [….] proposed that our response to art directly 
relates space to movement. “But pondered “According to him, to understand an artistic image means 
to intrinsically grasp its creative process.”. Something a sculptor would be empathetic to but not a 
neuroscientist.

An embodied simulation or an empathetic response to spatial entities representing human activities or 
emotion is physiologically proven. It is at this point, that the factor of the resemblance of the proposed 
architectural form to human motion becomes lingering. To quantify delight, in other words, can be 
possible with a few questions: What dictates a form representing human motion? Are the motion lines 
visible in the grooves of the form enough to induce a response? does the accuracy of the source 
material produce a more intense empathic response, a more relatable human form?

34  Wotton, Henry. The elements of architecture, Pg 33
35  Kruft, Hanno-Walter. History of architectural theory. Pg 20-28
36  Pallasma, J., H. Mallgrave, Sarah Robinson, and Vittorio Gallese. “Architecture and Empathy.” Finland: Tapio Wirkkala Rut 
Bryk Foundation (2015), 64-77.
37  Ibid.
38  Ibid. 75
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Our understanding of Utilitas and Venustas, or more commonly known as Commodity and Delight, has 
been evolving ever since antiquity. In studying this evolution; a preface of their classical definitions, as 
depicted by Vitruvius, is important. Commodity prioritises the efficient use of scarce resources to suit 
the occupant’s needs, demonstrating that architecture is inevitably about occupant’s, and their activities. 
Delight has a much broader definition. A significant part of it is defined through the pleasant relationship 
between the parts and the whole. Vitruvius used an analogy of the perfect human proportions, to try 
and demonstrate this. Centuries later, the observer as witness of this pleasant relationship became 
significant to its definition. Delight’s analogy to human anthropometrics and relation of commodity to the 
occupant activities formulated the base of the research question. Can human movement trigger the next 
evolutionary step in understanding both terminologies?

The relationship between human movement and the evolution of commodity and delight was addressed. 
The research maintained three focal points when addressing the history of movement of bodies in 
space. The first point is the impact of technological advancement on motion study. The second is the 
linguistic and notional approach to communicating such motion. And lastly, the consequential application 
of both points in a creative field.

The Idea of the image and frame which came with the invention of the motion picture, changed how 
human movement was studied. These technologies and their application by Eadweard Muybridge and 
Étienne-Jules Marey as a medium for observing movement, were only the first step towards a wider 
understanding of Commodity and Delight. Such work was followed by the choreographer, Rudolf Laban 
who developed the first notational language for communicating human movement. It was used for 
teaching his students and to archive dance. An equally significant addition came after. When William 
Forsyth, another choreographer, used inspirations from Laban to create his own notational system. 
However, its purpose was to allow for improvisation in dance, rather than simply communicating a 
set of moves. On a similar creative platform, architecture; Bernard Tschumi used film techniques and 
terminologies observed in motion pictures, and by the likes of Muybridge, to create unique notation 
drawings. The purpose of which was to shed light on the complex relationship between human 
occupancy and the architectural space. 

In a similar fashion to the previous section, an argument is presented to further extend on these 
definitions as contemporary versions of each. The argument employs three focal points; used previously 
in the assessment of the historical context, and resulting modern redefinitions of commodity and delight. 
Most notably and in accordance to the first point, the emergence of motion tracking and virtual reality 
technologies caused a significant improvement in the recorded accuracy and the presence of a spatial 
footprint of human activities. In addition, motion studies and observation transcended the flat medium 
of the image to that of the virtual world, which made movement records viewable both spatially and in 
real time. Allowing the prospect of intractability. Using this technology, a digital notational system as the 
second focal point was proposed with a linguistic approach that relies more on the surface and form than 
it does on symbols and letters. This creates an immersive experience of human movement notational 
drawing in virtual reality. As part of the proposition, a digital library of recorded human activities would 
supplement this kind of notational experience which would serve as an anthropometric archive. Bringing 
us to the last focal point, practical application. A logical implementation of this archive is as a source 
of anthropometric data for architectural standard resources, like that of the metric handbook, arguably 
changing the standard to the specific. Since digital motion tracking and storage is much more cost 
effective and accessible than the statistical methods, as mentioned in 3.3. Design would become more 
bespoke, inevitably increasing the efficiency of material and spatial resource used in architecture. 
Contemporary commodity is therefore defined as the use of specific anthropometrics to identify the 
occupant’s needs in classical commodity.
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For Contemporary delight, the implementation proposed is like that application by Tschumi. Architectural 
interventions are designed from the virtual notational drawings. Creating space that is both intriguing 
but more importantly ‘loyal’ to its source human movement data. This loyalty refers to the metric 
anthropometric value intrinsic to the form, its character and its aesthetics. Ending this thesis with a 
hypothesis of a possible empathetic response from the beholder of this architecture, similar to the 
classical shift in the definition of delight, the argument suggests the evolution to contemporary delight is 
concerned with the observer. The ability to have accurate human movement inherent in an architecture 
to stimulate classical delight prompts the reinterpretation or extension of this “pleasant” response to 
perhaps include further emotions. Or at least and in this case, empathy.

Image 43 : structure diagram of the thesis, supplementary to the conclusion 
Classical Delight : The Pleasant relationship between the parts and the whole ; an analogy to human 
anthropometrics
Modern Delight : Anthropometrics and activities fuel the creative process that stimulates classic delight
Contemporary Delight : Human activities become intrinsic to the architecture that stimulates classic delight . 
Promoting empathy as an extension to pleasence.  

Classical Commodity :The efficient use of scarce resources to suit the occupants needs . Needs based on human 
activities
Modern Commodity : Standard anthropometrics used to define the occupant needs in Classic commodity
Contemporary Commodity : Specific  anthropometrics used to define the occupant needs in Classic commodity. 
Possible  through a proposed digital archive of human activities.  
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Classical Commodity Definition Classical Delight Definition 

Anthropometrics and human movement

Vitruvian Concepts

First Technological leap 
 

Notational Language 
To communicate human movement 

Practical Application as  Delight Commodity  in Practical Application 

Commodity  in Practical Application 

Motion study 

Film and motion picture 
Medium

Motion study Medium

Image 

Second Technological leap 
 

Authors Proposition
 

Digital Motion tracking Virtual space

The efficient use of scarce resources to suit the 
occupants needs . Needs based on human activities

Rudolf Laban 

Digital Notation 
To communicate human movement in Virtual Space

Notational proposition

Proposed extension on both 
Definitions of Commodity and delight

William Forsythe 
Bernard Tschumi  

spatilization of human activity
Audience perception and empathy

Metric Handbook

The Pleasant relationship between the parts and the 
whole ; an analogy to  anthropometrics

Common junction
Between both definitions

Modern Commodity Definition Modern Delight Definition 

Standard anthropometrics used to define the 
occupant needs in classical commodity

Anthropometrics and activities fuel the creative 
process that stimulates classical delight

Practical Application as  Delight 

Digital Anthropometric archive
Redefining standard to 

Specific 

Contemporary Commodity Definition Contemporary Delight Definition 

Specific  anthropometrics used to define the 
occupant needs in Classic commodity. Possible  

through a proposed digital archive of human 
activities.   

Human activities become intrinsic to the architecture 
that stimulates classic delight . Promoting empathy 

as an extension to pleasence.  







The virtual reality setup consists of: two lighthouses (emitters), a headset (receiver) and two controllers 
(receiver). The technology relies on infrared LEDs and two mechanically rotating infrared laser beams 
that are located diagonally in both emitters.  Each receiver is equipped with multiple capture points; 
creating a ring of photodiode sensors (light sensor) around the controllers and headset. The lighthouses 
are set up across each other in the space. 

The following operation occurs 60 times per second (60Hz) and is responsible for the motion tracking 
process. Infrared LEDs flashes across the room from both lighthouses. Triggered by this light flash, a 
countdown begins on each light sensor present across the receivers. One of the rotating lasers then 
scans the space. Triggering the light sensors to calculate the time between the initial flash and contact 
with the laser beam.1 This difference in time and the angle of the laser beam when contact was made 
with sensor; computes the position of each senor in space. Digitally Constructing the location and tilt 
of the receivers and therefore the subject. To maintain accuracy, the operation alternates between the 
vertically mounted laser source and the horizontal one as seen in Image 34. The initial synchronization 
between the emitters and receivers that is made when the VR system is setup. Enables the correct 
digital location of all elements of the apparatus relative to the space. 2 Capitalizing on this technology, 
virtual reality motion tracking is used to produce anthropometric recordings of activities in space. An 
exploratory exercise to observe the spatial nature of such activities

 

1  “All you need to know about SteamVR Tracking 2.0... will it be the ....” Accessed April 16, 2019. https://skarredghost.
com/2017/06/07/need-know-steamvr-tracking-2-0-will-foundation-vive-2/.
2  Ibid.

Image set 1: left to right. infrared LEDs flash, horizontal laser scan, infrared LEDs flash vertical laser scan

Image set 2: scanning sequence of the horizontal laser beam
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